
With your SmartGlasses you can switch several “aid views” for di�erent 
activities, and you can use it in mobility.

SmartGlasses for enhancing
your �eld of view



HOW DOES RETIPLUS® WORK?

WHO IS RETIPLUS® FOR?
RETIPLUS has been specially designed for persons with a reduced �eld of 
view not less tan 4º and which maintain a visual acuity higher tan 0,30.
Consequently, it is recommended for the following pathologies:

However, RETIPLUS is not only a visual aid for low visión persons, it is a 
powerfull tool for the low visión specialists, as they can undestand better 
how the patient sees and customize the SmartGlasses for optimizing the 
patient remaining visión.

Glaucoma

Retinitis
pigmentosa

Usher
syndrome

Hemianopias

Diabetic
retinopathy

Others...

RETIPLUS uses the SmartGlasses front-camera (1) to capture the image in 
front of the patients eyes. Our  proprietary algorithm  manages the video 
image captured by the camera in  real-time  to be processed by the 
Controller (3) according to the speci�c patient vision condition. Then, the 
video image is projected on the SmartGlasses displays (2), superimposing a 
computer-generated image on a user’s view of the real world, thus 
providing a composite view optimized for maximizing patients vision.



WHICH BENEFITS DOES
RETIPLUS ® BRING?

Enjoy the expanded view:
By positioning the image within your remaining vision, you can minify 
and see the full body of the people in front of you.
You can also adjust the image on the screen within your remaining vision 
and enjoy theater, opera, concerts, ... and TV from the sofa with your 
family.

Bene�ts for you Bene�ts for specialists

Get excited experiencing night visión:
RETIPLUS is a powerful aid to “light up night blindness” at dusk, or when 
accessing places with low light.

Dare to walk around with greater con�dence and improving your 
orientation:

Rubén Moreno and his passion for chess.  Rolf Lund (EIKHOLT - Norway) values RETIPLUS.

Give away a �tness to your visual system:
The controlled and daily use of RETIPLUS activates your optic system (eye 
muscles, optic nerve and brain elasticity) as “ocular �tness”. Consult your 
specialist.

By graduating the mini�cation, you zoom out and widen the �eld of 
vision to walk anticipating the obstacles and dangers, while you notice 
the real distances with your real vision in bioptic exercise.
Put on the SmartGlasses to recognize the environment when you feel 
disoriented, so your brain will discover all the surrounding space, then 
you will regain your sense of orientation.



Because it is the �rst technological aid customizable by the specialist for 
each visual condition.

Because it allows selecting di�erent personalized “aid views” that the user 
can switch according to activities, even while on the move.

Because it is recon�gurable and allows the SmartGlasses to be adapted to 
the evolution of the visual condition of each patient, and to program 
“visual �tness” in static and in mobility.

www.plusindes.com      info@retiplus.com     www.retiplus.com

WHY RETIPLUS® IS UNIQUE?

CHARACTERISTICS AND
 TECHNICAL DATA

Because it helps the specialist to understand how the patient sees.

Augmented Reality SmartGlasses EPSON MOVERIO BT-350.
Front camera and Full HD Displays.
Mini�cation with zoom.
Contours mode.
Removable up/down solar �lter 45º-90º.
Frame for inserting lenses and selective �lters.
Power supply via standard USB connector.
Rechargeable Li-ion battery.
3+ hours of use (10+ hours with powerbank >8,000 mAh).

Because it saves the usage data of the SmartGlasses for the specialist 
control.


